New On Blu-Ray
Mirrors Kiefer Sutherland stars as Ben Carson, a disgraced former New York City cop who attempts
to put his checkered past behind him by taking a job as a security guard. Carson is required to take the
night shift in a department store in the city. The store closed down after a fire put an end to its business, and Carson soon discovers that malevolent spirits are lurking behind its walls. The spirits connect with the human world through the mirrors in the store, and when they discover Carson's presence
they go after his ex-wife, Amy (Paula Patton), and his kids (played by Erica Gluck and Cameron
Boyce). Carson attempts to figure out the meaning of a cryptic message carved into one of the mirrors, hoping it will save his family and cut off contact with the malignant lurking presence. Aja successfully replicates much of the tension and edge-of-your-seat moments that he managed so skillfully
in Haute Tension (2003). The film begins with an unnerving set piece in which Carson's predecessor
takes a shard of mirror and slashes his own throat, and it's an indication of the gore-filled fun that
awaits intrepid viewers. Aja creates a palpable sense of unease by shooting dim-lit set pieces in the
department store. Sutherland makes for a convincing lead in a character that closely resembles his
turn as Jack Bauer in 24. There are plenty of genuine scares in the film, and the director ultimately
spins Mirrors as a cross between a psychological thriller in the vein of the Poltergeist movies and a
no-holds-barred splatter flick. Blu-ray Disc Features: Disc 1: Theatrical Version and Unrated Version
of Mirrors Additional Release Material:Deleted Scenes (7) Alternate Scenes: Ending: "Inside the
Mirror" Trailers: Max Payne, X-Files: I Want To Believe, Valkyrie. Audio Commentary: Optional
Commentary by Director Alex Aja and Co-writer/Producer Gregory Levasseur on 23 Scenes.
Featurette: "Reflections: The Making of Mirrors", "Mythology of Mirrors: Behind the Mirror", "Anna
Esseker Backstory". Interactive Features: Additional Interactive Features - BonusView Mode:
Mirror Images: Picture-in-picture Commentary with Director Alexandre Aja and Co-writer/Producer
Gregory Levasseur, Picture-in-picture Scene to Storyboard comparison. Text/Photo Galleries:
Galleries: Animated Storyboard Sequence. Disc 2: Digital Copy. Fox
Max Payne stars Mark Wahlberg as a New York City cop out to avenge his slain wife and child, and
heaven help anyone who gets in his blood-strewn way. The trail leads him into a network of shady
characters mixed up with an experimental drug that causes super strength and fearlessness, as well as
wild hallucinations of winged angels and demons. As Max gets closer and closer to the truth, he finds
himself the target of a massive police manhunt, and in the crosshairs of the powerful kingpin behind
the racket; soon enough, the angels and demons become downright deadly. Olga Kurylenko is a beautiful Russian party girl who winds up dead after a late-night visit to Max's pad; her assassin sister
(Mila Kunis) first goes after Max, then tries to help him get some answers. Rap star Ludacris (here
credited as Chris Bridges) is a tough internal affairs cop investigating Payne's behavior. Shot in an
impressively grungy palette of high-contrast grays and blacks, with snow and sheets of rain soaking
the grim atmosphere, New York City is brilliantly morphed into something like Gotham City by way
of Detroit, with a touch of X-Files style supernatural dread looming over everything. Director John
Moore knows how to stage his action scenes: offices blow up, big chunks of rubble crush police cars,
bodies and shattered glass suspend in mid-air for some of the slowest slow-mo moments in action
film history. Fans of the video game and/or action movies in general should get a kick out of all the
mega-loud insanity, stylish design, and Wahlberg, who never changes his mean expression, but still
commands the screen. Blu-ray Disc Features: This Release Includes Both the Theatrical and Unrated
Extended Cut of Max Payne. Additional Release Material: Behind the Scenes (32) Audio
Commentary: Director John Moore, Production Designer Daniel Dorrance and Visual Effects
Supervisor Everett Burrell. Trailers: The Day The Earth Stood Still, Quantum Of Solace, Babylon Ad,
American East, Choke, Fbc 24 Tune In, Mirrors Unrated, Possession, Anti Smoking PSA. Featurette:
Picture Documentary (Part 1), "Michelle Payne (Animated Graphic Novel)", Walkthroughs & Cheats"
Making Max Payne (17). Disc 2: Digital Copy of Max Payne Unrated Extended Cut. Fox
Antwone Fisher The true story of Antwone Fisher tracks a remarkable young man on the path to
recovery from physical and sexual abuse. Antwone Fisher (Derek Luke) is a young Navy sailor who is
on verge of getting booted from the military because of his volatile temper when he is ordered to
mandatory sessions with psychiatrist Dr. Jerome Davenport (Denzel Washington). After a few strained
sessions, Fisher navigates through difficult memories of his Cleveland childhood, mostly of life with a
vicious foster mother (Novella Nelson) who beats him on a regular basis (and refers to him not by
name, but by the n-word) and a foster sister who violates him sexually. Fisher and Davenport form a
father-son bond (Fisher even adopts the doctor's wife [Salli Richardson] as a kind of surrogate Mom).
And eventually he finds the strength to work through his anger and the courage to forge his first
romantic relationship with Cheryl Additional Release Material: Audio Commentary, Filmmakers.
Featurettes: "Meeting Antwone Fisher" "The Making of Antwone Fisher", "Hollywood and the Navy".
Trailers Original Theatrical Trailer. Fox
Unfaithful Connie Sumner (Diane Lane) travels to New York City from the suburban home she
shares with her husband Edward (Richard Gere) and young son Charlie (Erik Per Sullivan). It is a
very windy day and, caught by a particularly savage gust, Connie falls and bumps into bookseller
Paul Martel (Olivier Martinez) in the process. She scrapes her knees, and Paul invites her into his
apartment. She stays only briefly, leaving after attending to her knees. She passes the accident off as
trivial to Edward. But, she is drawn to the younger man and soon returns to his apartment with eventually disastrous results. Additional Release Material: Additional Audio Material Introduction by
Director Adrian Lyne. Audio Commentary Director Adrian Lyne, Actors Diane Lane and Olivier
Martinez. Behind the Scenes An Affair to Remember On the Set of Unfaithful, Anne Coates on
Editing, Charlie Rose Interview Deleted Scenes (11). Featurettes A Conversation With Richard Gere,
A Conversation With Diane Lane, A Conversation With Oliver. Fox
Napoleon Dynamite a hilarious, tender, and utterly original portrait of a truly eccentric character.
Napoleon Dynamite (Jon Heder) is a high-school outcast in every sense of the word. More interested
in playing tetherball by himself and drawing pictures of his favorite animal, the "liger" (a combination
of a lion and a tiger), Napoleon is ignored by everyone in his tiny hometown of Preston, Idaho. At
home, things aren't much better: his uber-nerd older brother, Kip (Aaron Ruell), and ultra-vain Uncle
Rico (Jon Gries) are too busy with their own obsessions to give Napoleon the time of day. It isn't until
a new student, Pedro (Efren Ramirez), arrives that Napoleon finds friendship and performs an act of
brave defiance that makes him a true hero. Additional Release Material: Alternate Scenes (4)
Interviews: Casting Napoleon Dynamite - An Interview with Jory Weitz. Deleted Scenes (4) Shorts:
PELUCA - The 2002 short film by Jared Hess which inspired Napoleon Dynamite Featurette:
"Napoleon Sightings" "The Wedding of the Century!" Behind the Scenes: Audition Videos, Outtakes
(3). Fox
IGOR This hilarious animated twist on the classic monster movie is must-see family fun! Determined
to prove he can create his own diabolical invention, a mad scientist's (John Cleese) nice-guy assistant
Igor (John Cusack) creates a female Franken-monster. But his creation, Eva (Molly Shannon), is
sweet and sings show tunes! That is, until she falls into the clutches of Dr. Schadenfreude (Eddie
Izzard) and his shape-shifting girlfriend (Jennifer Coolidge). Now it's up to Igor and his sidekicks
(Steve Buscemi and Sean Hayes) to save Eva - and their country - from real evildoers, including
sneaky Prince Malpert (Jay Leno)! Additional Release Material: Deleted Scenes Behind the Scenes:
Bloopers. Featurette: "Be an Igor" Contest Winners, "Evil Monster Maker". Trailers: Trailers on Bluray, Forced Trailers : City Of Ember, Interactive Features: Additional Interactive Features BD-Live
Bootstrap. Fox
Stargate The Ark of Truth This feature-length saga continues the story line of the epic cult favorite
television series. As the Ori prepare to attack Earth, the SG-1 team searches for the Ark of Truth, a
powerful weapon said to be capable of defeating these potent enemies. Meanwhile, the International
Oversight Committee has a secret agenda that becomes an even greater threat to SG-1. Michael
Shanks, Claudia Black, Ben Browder, Amanda Tapping and Christopher Judge star. Featurette:
Stargate SG-1: The Road Taken: Prelude to The Ark of Truth Audio Commentary: Writer, Director
and Producer Robert C. Cooper, Actor Christopher Judge and Director of Photography Peter Woeste.
Trailers: Forced Trailers, Fox On Blu Ray, Behind the Scenes: The Ark of Truth: Stargate at ComicCon, Uncovering The Ark of Truth. Fox

New On Video & DVD
Madagascar Escape 2 Africa Citified zoo animals crash-land in the African savannah in
Madagascar 2, a computer-animated romp featuring the voices of Ben Stiller, Chris Rock,
and Bernie Mac. Included in this compilation is a charming short film about Madagascar's
four flightless but fun-loving penguins. Alex, Marty, Melman, Gloria, King Julien, Maurice
and the penguins and the chimps find themselves marooned on the distant shores of
Madagascar. In the face of this obstacle, the New Yorkers have hatched a plan so crazy it
just might work. With military precision, the penguins have repaired an old crashed
plane?sort of. Once aloft, this unlikely crew stays airborne just long enough to make it to
the wildest place of all--the vast plains of Africa, where the members of our zoo-raised
crew encounter species of their own kind for the very first time. Africa seems like a great
place--but is it better than their Central Park home? Dreamworks
Death Note II The Last Name Fans of the anime-influenced action of Death Note will find
their questions answered in this live-action sequel. This film is a sequel to the movie Death
Note, which closely follows major plot elements from the original manga series, while featuring several new key story differences. The story begins on the heels of the first movie as
Light Yagami joins the investigation team in pursuit of the serial killer known as 'Kira.'
While L still strongly suspects that Light is 'Kira,' Light tries to uncover L's real name so he
can kill him with his Death Note. Confusingly enough, a new rash of murders all around the
world are taking place, with a' Second Kira' claiming responsibility. Light learns the identity of the Second Kira and suggests they join forces to get rid of L. Will L be able to catch
'Kira' before he is killed? Viz Media
Screamers The Hunter It's been thirteen years since the robotic killing machines known as
Screamers destroyed the human population of Sirius 6B. But now a distress signal brings a
team of rescuers to the supposedly abandoned planet. Can it be a long-lost colony of human
survivors? Or have the Screamers evolved into something even more sinister...a halfman/half-machine hybrid that needs to escape Sirius 6B to finish its mission: the complete
annihilation of the human race? Based on a short story by the visionary creator of Blade
Runner, Total Recall and Minority Report, Screamers: The Hunting is a mind-shattering
sequel to Philip K. Dick's legendary sci-fi cult thriller! Sony
Alien Raiders It's the end of yet another night at Hastings Supermarket, an idyllic family
grocery store in Buck Lake, Arizona. But the normal monotony of rounding up shopping
carts and settling out the cash drawers is broken at 11:07pm, just before closing when a
group of masked and armed-to-the-teeth militants invades the store, immediately killing
several of the employees and shoppers and holding the rest hostage. Though the hostagetakers at first appear to be robbers or terrorists, they reveal themselves to be a cadre of
rogue scientists that has discovered and tracked an alien infestation to This Store on This
Night, and they are determined to find out which of the survivors are extraterrestrials and
end the invasion at any cost. Warner
Chocolate A young girl learns to fight from watching TV and the fighters from the boxing
school next door. When she finds a list of debtors in her ailing mother's diary, she sets upon
a violent quest to collect payment for medical expenses. Her quest is a dangerous one that
ultimately leads her to her father, a gang member of the Yakuza. Extras include commentary
and behind the scenes. Magnolia
NCAA March Madness Each year in March, the sports world goes crazy along with the 65
teams vying for a national title. Relive the most spectacular and dramatic moments from
over 60 years of NCAA tournament footage. From Magic Johnson to Michael Jordan, John
Wooden to Coach K, Texas Western to the Fab Five - witness the greatest plays, players and
performances in the history of the game, narrated by CBS Sports announcer Jim Nantz.
Genius
Against The Dark Steven Seagal is at his katana-twirling best as Tao, the leader of a vigilante special-ops squad trained in the ways of death. Facing legions of the undead poor
once-human souls who’ve been reduced to ravenous bloodsuckers thanks to a mysterious
widespread virus--the members of Tao’s squad better soak up every ounce of wisdom he
imparts if they hope to die naturally. Keith David makes an appearance in this actionpacked vampire thriller.. Jeff Chase, Emma Catherwood and Skye Bennett co-star in this
action thriller. Sony
Dorthy Mills Psychiatrist Jane Morton is assigned to work on the case of Dorothy Mills, a
teenaged girl in a small town who tried to strangle a baby. Jane discovers a town darkened
by strange events and meets a very nervous Dorothy, who swears she never touched the
baby. Jane initially makes a diagnosis of multiple personality disorder - until the day that
Dorothy speaks with the voice of David, Jane's dead son. Carice van Houten stars. Director:
Agnes Merlet. Genius
Rent: Filmed Live On Broadway Here it is: the filmed version of the hit Broadway musical
that touched millions. A modern spin on the opera La Boheme, RenT tells the story of eight
friends dealing with life and love in Manhattan's Alphabet City in 1989. Over the course of
a year, the friends face poverty, drug addiction, break-ups, reconciliations, eviction, and
Aids. Despite these challenges, they find support, hope, and acceptance in each other, all
the while embracing the bohemian lifestyle that was so much a part of the Lower East Side.
Rent is an exuberant rock-&-roll musical with the underlying message that love can prevail
despite all odds and that, ultimately, there really is no day but today. Captured in high-definition, this release of the stage production makes it possible to revisit the beloved musical
even when it isn't gracing Broadway Sony
The Lodger The tale that inspired Alfred Hitchcock's The Lodger gets a modern sheen in
this thriller that features a star-filled cast. Hope Davis plays a woman who takes on a mysterious lodger (Simon Baker), even as a serial killer is turning West Hollywood into a
graveyard. But the murders aren't simple slices and dices; the killer is recreating the work
of history's most famous killer: Jack the Ripper. Shane West and Alfred Molina also star as
detectives investigating the string of gruesome crimes. Sony
Feast III The Happy Finish At last check, it seemed that what was left of the hilariously
unlikeable cast of characters from the grandly absurd Feast II: Sloppy Seconds was done in
by the huge explosion that swept over the small town overrun by horny beasts. But as it
turns out, our wretched heroes and their half-naked biker babes were saved at the last
minute by the mysterious Shot Bus Gus, who apparently has the ability to control the monsters. Gus takes the gang on a trip through the sewers in hopes to arrive at the big city, and,
with another new addition to their crew in tow--the information-filled karate expert JeanClaude Seagal--they just might have what it takes to do in the beasts in one final free-forall. Genius
Girlfriends 6th Season The lives and loves of four feisty African-American women, and
their male friend, form the hit formula for this long-running sitcom. Golden Brooks, Jill
Jones, Traci Ellis Ross, and Persia White play the foursome navigating the sometimes choppy waters of life in Los Angeles. Joan (Ross) succeeds in her career as a lawyer, but she
struggles to find that same success in love. Surrounding her is her independent assistant,
Maya (Brooks); intelligent but flighty roommate, Lynn (White); and man-crazy friend, Toni
(Jones). And while William (Reggie Hayes) spends a lot of his time with the girls, he still
hasn't learned everything there is to know about women. The sixth season of this Emmynominated sitcom sees the girls returning for a new round of relationship trials and triumphs, including Maya (Golden Brooks) and Darnell's (Khalil Kain) marriage and Lynn's
(Persia White) tumultuous affair with a lesbian. Love, money, career: Modern life in L.A.
may not be simple, but with a little support and straight talk from one another, these four
girlfriends will find a way through. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Fits & Starts,"
"Odds & Ends," "And Nanny Makes Three," "Latching On And Lashing Out," "Judging
Edward," "Everything Old Is New Again," "Trial And Errors" and "Hot Girl On Girl
Action." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Sleeping Dogs," "My Business, Not Your
Business," "The Music In Me," "All God's Children," "The It Girl," "Work In Progress" and
"Oh Hell Yes: The Seminar." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Game Over," "I'll Be
There For You…But Not Right Now," "The Game," "It's Raining Men," "I Don't Want To Be
A Player No More" and "Party Over Here …Ain't Nothing Over There." Paramount/CBS

